
Item: 1384JC

28.5" W x 23.5" D x 34" H 
Ship Weight: 95 lbs 
Warranty: 1 Year

Fully Assembled

Made in United States

Our popular portable sink at just the right height for kids – except no 
electricity required! Encourage hand washing habits and help keep 
everyone healthy while meeting licensing requirements. The 268" 
counter height is perfect for children. The foot-operated water pump 
delivers 2.8 ounces of water per stroke and has a flow rate of up to 1.3 
gallons per minute. The tank for the non-potable clean water holds five 
gallons while the waste water tank holds six gallons. There is a catch tray 
under the tanks. Mistake-proof connectors means the clean and waste 
water tanks cannot be inadvertently switched. Plastic sink is 
approximately 5" deep. Foot pump can be placed inside the cabinet 
when sink is not being used or when moving the sink. Mobile tank cart 
and filler hose with funnel available separately in Accessories Kit.  
KYDZSafe® edges.  KYDZStrong® construction.  KYDZTuff® finish.  
Heavy-duty, locking casters for mobility.  FDA - Plastic top and non-
potable, clean water container are made from FDA approved plastic.  
ADA - Faucet is ADA compliant.  NSF - Faucet, Pump, tubing and all 
connections are certified to NSF standards.  GREENGUARD Gold 
certified. CARB II & CPSIA compliant..  See cleaning recommendations 
at www.jonti-craft.com/cleaning.

More information at:
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http://www.jonti-craft.com/Catalog/Detail.asp?Item=1384JC

Jonti-Craft Flagship Features Include:

KYDZSafe corners & edges are rounded to minimum of ½” radius. KYDZSafe kickplates prevent pinching & lost objects. 
KYDZSafe 15” depth adds increased stability & 25% more storage than competitor’s 12” depth. KYDZStrong materials are 
guaranteed to last. KYDZStrong dowel-pin construction adds stability & strength. KYDZStrong Recessed backs give stability 
& structural integrity. KYDZTuff acrylic finish is ultra-long lasting and resists yellowing. The UV coating is environmentally 
friendly and easy to clean with an extra-strong resistance to daily wear and common cleaning products, like bleach and nail 
polish remover.   
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